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JUSTICE 2 COMMITTEE

AGENDA

2nd Meeting, 2002 (Session 1)

Monday 14 January 2002

The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in the Town Hall, Townhouse, High Street,
Inverness.

1. Land Reform (Scotland) Bill (in private): The Committee will consider lines of
questioning for item 2.

2. Land Reform (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will take oral evidence on the
general principles of the Bill at Stage 1 from—

Alan Blackshaw;

Panel of:

Ann Fraser, Scottish Access Officer, British Horse Society and
Chairman, SSA Outdoor Pursuits group, and Fran Pothecary, Access
Officer, Scottish Canoe Association, representing Scottish Sports
Association;

Linda Mathieson, SCAN Committee member and Bruce Logan,
Scottish Rights of Way and Access Society (Scotways) and SCAN
corporate member, representing Scottish Countryside Access Network;

Dr Peter Higgins, Head of Outdoor and Environmental Education,
University of Edinburgh and Member of Outdoor Learning Scotland and
the Scottish Advisory Panel for Outdoor Education, and Dr Dorothy
Breckenridge, Board member of Activity Scotland, Vice-Chair of
Scottish Countryside Activities Council and Director of C-N-Do
Scotland, representing Scottish Outdoor Recreation Network;



Dave Morris, Ramblers’ Association Scotland, Lloyd Austin, Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds, and John Mayhew, National Trust for Scotland,
representing Scottish Environment Link;

Councillor Michael Foxley, Highland Council.

Gillian Baxendine
Clerk to the Committee, Tel 85054



The following papers are attached for this meeting:

Items 1 and 2 – Land Reform Bill

SPICe note on suggested questions for witnesses (PRIVATE) J2/02/2/1

Submission from Alan Blackshaw J2/02/1/229
Submission from Scottish Sports Association J2/02/1/65
Submission from Scottish Countryside Access Network J2/02/1/153
Submission from Scottish Outdoor Recreation Network J2/02/1/112
Submission from Scottish Environment Link J2/02/1/188
Submission from Highland Council J2/02/1/171
(SUBMISSIONS CIRCULATED FOR MEMBERS ONLY –
copies also available in Document Supply Centre or on the
committee webpage under papers for 1st meeting 2002)
Letter of 4 January from A Blackshaw J2/02/2/2
Petition PE415 and response from Scottish Executive (for
information only – Public Petitions Committee have not
referred the petition).

J2/02/2/3

Submission from Scottish Quality Salmon (no. 244) J2/02/2/4
Submission from East Renfrewshire Outdoor Access Forum
(no.245)

J2/02/2/5

Papers for information circulated for the 2nd meeting, 2002

Minutes of the 1st meeting, 2002 J2/02/1/M

Papers not circulated:

Members are reminded to bring with them copies of the Bill and Accompanying
Documents, available from Document Supply Centre or at the following website:
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parl_bus/legis.html#44.

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/official_report/cttee/just2-02/j2mop0109.htm








J2/02/1/65
SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH SPORTS ASSOCIATION

The Scottish Sports Association is an independent and voluntary body compromising
the governing and representative bodies of sport and physical recreation in Scotland.
The views expressed in this document concern the Access part of the Bill (Part One)
and are drawn from the Outdoor Pursuits Forum of the SSA.

The Executive is to be congratulated on the significant re-working of the Land Reform
(Bill) Scotland. It is clear that the voices of the general public and the recreational,
educational, tourism and outdoor business interests who submitted responses to the
consultation, have been heeded and the new Bill reflects this.

Particularly welcome are the following changes:

• Inclusion of the reference to responsible in the exercise of access rights
• Inclusion of reciprocal obligations on land owners to act responsibly
• Inclusion of the statement confirming that landowner liability is unaffected by the

legislation
• Duties placed on local authorities in respect of core path networks and keeping

routes free from obstruction
• The removal of the powers of local authorities to suspend access for reasons of

emergency
• The removal of the powers of landowners to temporarily suspend access rights
• The dropping of the criminal offence provision
• The dropping of local authority powers to exclude people from land
• The streamlining of byelaw powers to apply equally to land and inland water

Overall, the Bill does not introduce any new powers for landowners to restrict or
regulate access and maintains the common law position - any action will continue to be
through the common law (i.e. interdict). This principle is important as it supports
expressed views from the Minister in the past, that the Bill will not undermine current
access liberties.

On the whole, the Bill is better balanced as a result of these changes and goes some
way towards returning to the principles outlined by the Access Forum.

1) GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The general principle should be a simple and straightforward Bill that confers a right of
access to land and water to all people, with minimum exception. If users are confident
about their right to be in the countryside, this clears the way for consideration of how
they can exercise their right of access to best effect i.e. the issue becomes not whether
they have a right to be on land or not, but how they take access in a responsible way.



There is still a need for amendment in the Bill. Specifically this would involve the
removal of the clauses denying access to certain areas or excluding certain behaviour,
and dealing with these in more detail within the Code. These are elaborated on below.

2) THE SCOTTISH OUTDOOR ACCESS CODE

It is understood that the Scottish Outdoor Access Code has undergone revision at the
same time as the Land Reform Bill. However it has not been published at the same time
as the Bill [as introduced] and this response has been submitted without sight of the re-
written Code. This presents two main problems:

• There is a lack of knowledge of changes made to the Code that might be helpful in
respect of comments made in regard to the Bill, particularly where recommendations
to include more guidance in the Code are made. There are references in the Bill to
the "rules" of the Code suggesting an alteration in the tone of the document - it
would have been desirable to have sight of the Code in preparing this evidence.

• The Code was originally a document produced under the consensus of the Access
Forum - recent changes effected by Scottish Natural Heritage and the Scottish
Executive have not had the benefit of such democratic input. The Code needs to
invite the ownership of all interested parties - land-managers as well as
recreationalists - these parties need to be able to comment on the changes made.

There is a disappointing lack of reference in the Bill to the importance of the educational
process in raising the public and landowners' awareness of their responsibilities and
rights. Ironically, if significant amendments are not made to Section 9(2)(a) regarding
commerce, business and education, it is likely that this educational process will be
jeopardised by the withdrawing of the right from those best able to deliver it.

3) POWERS OF REGULATION

• Long title

The original intention of the Bill was to "confer" rights of access to land for recreational
and other purposes. The addition of the words "and regulate" in the opening paragraph
of the Bill are unwelcome in that they depart from this original intention. The explanation
of the how the right would be exercised or regulated should be the subject matter of the
Scottish Outdoor Access Code. The Code has the advantage of being a more flexible
tool than the Bill, in respect of future revisions.

• Sections 4 and 8

Ministers are given very substantial powers in Section 4 whereby they can modify
section 2 and 3 by order. They have further powers granted of a similar nature under
Section 8 to modify Sections 6 and 7. There is a need for these powers to be tempered
by the requirement for further public consultation, and scrutiny by the democratic
parliamentary process.



Section 11

The Bill as introduced gives local authorities substantially greater powers in respect of
byelaws, which can now extend over all land and inland water (Section 12). Therefore it
appears extraneous that they should also be given the powers in Section 11 to exempt
land and particular conduct from the right of access. Whereas the byelaw powers given
to local authorities (Section 12) and the powers given to SNH (Section 26) require to
be grounded in sound reasoning, no such qualifications apply to local authority powers
in Section 11. The experience of Foot and Mouth threw up many examples of local
authorities being placed under great pressure from landowners and farmers to apply
restrictions to their land - and this potential undermining of access rights may result in
'patchy' access provision between and within authorities. As written, this clause is an
invitation for land-managers to apply for curfews. Unless there is a duty placed on local
authorities to defend the principles of access, these powers will be open to abuse.

• Section 12

Under the persons listed for consultation over byelaws it refers to those "who live, work,
carry on business or engage in recreational activities on any inland waters (my italics)
affected by the proposed byelaws". As it stands, it could be interpreted that there is no
duty to consult those who 'engage in recreational activities on 'land' when byelaws over
land are proposed. Given that the byelaw powers extend to land and inland water
equally, it would seem appropriate that the sentence should refer to any land (as
defined by Section 29).

4) LAND EXEMPTED FROM THE RIGHT OF ACCESS

The principle of the Bill should be a clearly understood right of access that applies to all
land and water with minimum exception except for that based on safety and privacy. It
is easy for a public perception to build up that certain areas are 'no-go' areas for
posterity when they are enshrined in an Act of Parliament - this has been the
experience to date with legislation in England and Wales. In all the examples below the
Code could be used to give more detailed and specific guidance and is more easily
adapted to reflect changing use and practice.

• The exclusion of the Monarch's Private Estate is not justified. The Balmoral Estate
contains important mountains and key canoeing rivers, and to date experience
suggests that their safety whilst in residence is not jeopardised by the access that
currently takes place.

• It is not clear how access will be taken through farm steadings. The curtilage of
farm buildings may well be such that they would constitute land over which the right
of access is not exercisable. Given that substantial proportions of paths currently
pass between farm buildings, there is a need to maintain this position. An



amendment ensuring a right of passage in such circumstances should be
introduced.

• The Bill seeks to prevent access to golf courses for recreational purposes. This
should be amended so that recreational use of golf courses could continue - for
example, winter sledding and cross country skiing. Golf courses should have the
same status as other land developed for recreational purposes and qualified by the
supplementary provisions (Section 7(6)) that access rights apply as long as they
don't interfere with the recreational use to which the land is being put.

• The Bill has introduced the exclusion of grass being grown for hay or silage. This
leads to significant problems of:

• The definition and recognition of grassland, whether for hay or pasture, by lay
people

• Inflexibility in considering changing land use, agricultural practice and
seasonal considerations

Overall, land on which crops are growing should not be excluded and the Code
should define how access is taken in relation to cropped land.

• Land which is set out for recreational purposes is excluded from the right of
access, but it is not clear whether this is referring to sports pitches or the wider
countryside. Without clarification of the words "developed or set out for" there is
the potential for this clause to be abused where owners of shooting estates and
angling beats consider that modifications of their land or water to facilitate fishing or
shooting would entitle them to deny access to other recreational users for substantial
periods of the year. The de facto position today means that recreational and sporting
estate activities do co-exist, and through education, and the guidance of the Code in
future, need not impinge on one another. The Bill should recognise and advocate
this principle.

• Nowhere in this Bill is it stated that access to land and water will be without charge.
As this is one of the main tenets underpinning the right of access, it should be clearly
flagged up as such. There should be a clarification of Section 6(g)(i) and (ii) as to
whom this clause applies - whether it applies to land where all users are charged
entry, or where selective charges are made. In the same way that all bodies will
have a duty to revise their existing byelaws within 2 years of the implementation of
the Bill (Section 27), so should there also be a duty on them to revise charging
policies. It should be clear that any payment is related to a specific provision or
facility, and not simply to accessing the land or water itself.

5) CONDUCT EXCLUDED FROM THE RIGHT OF ACCESS

The exclusion of "business or other activity, which is carried on commercially, or
for profit or any such part of a business or activity" is a very unwelcome addition to



the Bill and this clause should be either deleted or amended so that such activity falls
within the right. There are a number of problems as it stands:

• The definition of business or commerce in relation to outdoor recreation and outdoor
education is particularly unclear

• The distinguishing of different groups 'in the field' is nearly impossible
• The detrimental impact on developing business and tourism enterprise, which rely

on access to the countryside
• A loophole is created whereby 'charging for access' could become commonplace

The Code already contains a detailed section on the issue of groups (whether
educational, commercial or informal). It outlines a position whereby greater
responsibility is placed on the organisers of group activities to consult with or request
permission of landowners according to the nature of the activity they are undertaking,
facilities required, time of year, size of group and likely impact. The Code, with its ability
to draw attention to detail and nuance, is the correct place for this kind of guidance for
business and commercial use. The inclusion of this clause is of great concern to the
Scottish Sports Association.

6) LOCAL AUTHORITY ACCESS FUNCTIONS

• Section 14(1)(b) should include locked gates. These are a widespread obstacle to
many recreationalists taking access to the countryside.

• Section 15(4) should omit the word "stiles" as they are an obstruction to cyclists,
horse-riders and the less able bodied. It would be preferable to refer to "means" of
facilitating access without being specific as to the means employed to do so.

This legislation has the potential to be the most modern and user friendly legislation in
Europe, reflecting the distinctive laws and traditions of Scotland. The SSA would like the
opportunity to give further oral evidence to the Committee on matters concerning
outdoor sport and recreation in the Scottish countryside. The Committee can be
reassured that a substantial range of interests would be represented by a small
delegation of SSA members appearing before them.

A Fraser
Executive Committee Member

The SSA Outdoor Pursuits Forum is a network including membership from the following
bodies: the Mountaineering Council of Scotland; the Ramblers Association (Scotland);
the Scottish Canoe Association, the British Horse Society; the Cyclists Touring Club; the
Scottish Orienteering Association; Snowsport Scotland; the Royal Yachting Association,
and the Scottish Hang-gliding and Paragliding Federation; the Scottish Cyclists Union;
the Scottish Anglers National Association; the National Playing Fields Association
(Scotland); Scottish Field Archery Association; and the Scottish Athletic Federation



J2/02/1/153
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH COUNTRYSIDE ACCESS NETWORK

Part 1 - Access

SCAN members have practical experience of implementing countryside access
within the existing legislation. As co-sponsors of the Open Scotland petition, we are
reassured to see the proposed legislation moving back closer to the
recommendations of the Access Forum. SCAN welcomes this amended Bill.
However we feel that some parts of it require development or clarification.

For Local Authorities and National Parks to deliver better countryside access for all,
they will require further powers and duties, straightforward procedures and identified
resources.

Powers s15.1 (b). Powers to indicate, enclose and make safe, ‘ bring paths into fit
condition’ without Land Owner permission must include drainage, surfacing,
gates, stiles and bridges etc, and, where necessary, vehicular access to the
site.

Core Path Network(CPN) s17.2 (b) It may be unnecessary or impossible (and will
be resource intensive) to have all Core Paths covered by an agreement.  A CPN
Plan could be produced and accepted if there were no objections.

Agreements s20. (1). It is essential that agreements can be made over land
without access rights.
Payment s20 (2). In principle, if a right exists there should be none!

LAs must have duty to create/implement and manage CPN. E.g. ‘duty to identify,
establish, maintain, manage, promote and review’. Without this there is no
requirement to get paths on the ground. A time limit will give an incentive.

Rights of way.
Issues around rights of way have yet to be addressed.
How are rights of way to be defined for this Act?

LA (NPA) power to restrict, S11. Such powers need criteria and advice. There is
concern that Local Authorities could misuse this power and/or be put under pressure
from landowners and other groups. Powers could be limited to prevent misuse,
broadly or specifically for the preservation of order, prevention of nuisance or
danger, prevention of damage or preservation or improvement of amenity. Bylaws
might cover the intentions.
Conservation s12 (1) (c) should be included in this clause or defined as ‘amenity’.

Obstructions. s14. Could a Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997stop or
enforcement notice, or Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 procedures be used to remove
obstructions? Would an appeal to Inquiry Reporters Unit be better/more effective?
If the clause is reworded to include ‘all and any behaviour to obstruct’ the subclauses
become illustrative and less likely to be misconstrued.



Ploughing. S22. 8 weeks is too long a time for reinstatement. LA should be
informed within a week and the path reinstated within 2 weeks (or an extension
applied for )
There should be opportunity for reinstatement charging. Access rights should
continue over the ground.

What are the implications of our legal process, the Sheriff and the Fiscal, taking on
the increased work, and potentially contentious cases?

• Definitions

s6(a) (i) Does ‘building or other structure or works’ include walls, ruins, follies?
S6(b) (i) refers to buildings that are not a house.
Concerned about definitions of ‘curtilage’. How will this apply to isolated gardens?
How would the proposed legislation affect tracks that pass close to structures,
steadings and houses but are not rights of way?

S6(j), s7(7) Crops. Will grass and silage under 6” high also be excluded? The broad
definition might be better in the Code with the 3 exclusions (trees, grassland and
field margins) in the Bill.

S9 (1)(d) Bicycles could be considered mechanical. Their definition, as non-
motorised or ‘mechanical propulsion’ needs to be consistent with the Explanatory
Notes.

S9(1)(e) Golf Courses could be within 6(f)(ii). This would mean access rights would
apply when golfers were not playing. Alternatively golf courses could be in the Code.
The use for passage but not recreation is neat, but could set a precedent for other
situations.

S9(2)(a) Commercial use is impossible to define or enforce and its exclusion from
the right would be bad for rural economy. Commercial use should be covered in
Code under responsibility.

‘landowner’ also needs definition. With whom may a Local Authority make an
agreement, ask for removal of obstruction or charge?

National Park Authorities should be specified as having appropriate LA powers
and duties.

• Further Explanation Needed

S4 &8 Modification by Ministers.  Why do Ministers have power to alter the
fundamental clauses without going to Parliament?

S5 (2) liability requires to be explained more in the Code .

S10 Code. Need statement explaining clear purpose of Code and its relation to the
Bill. (It is difficult to comment without having seen the revised Code).



SCAN would welcome the opportunity to provide further evidence on the Bill.

C Kinnear
Convener



J2/02/1/112

SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH OUTDOOR RECREATION NETWORK (SORN)

Introduction
This evidence is submitted in reference to Part I of the Bill, Access Rights.

The Scottish Outdoor Recreation Network (SORN) welcomes the Land Reform Bill and
the improvements it makes on the draft Bill.  In particular, SORN welcomes the dropping
of landmanager powers of suspension of the right, police powers and local authority
emergency and exclusion powers.  SORN supports the introduction of duties on local
authorities to uphold access rights and develop footpath networks.

SORN welcomes the fact that the Scottish Executive has listened to the will of the
public, adopting an open-minded approach to the review of the draft Bill and taking on
board many of the crucial concerns and recommendations of those seeking a
countryside where responsible access is assured and can be enjoyed with confidence.

Recreation Network
This response is being submitted as the SORN response but is also submitted as part
of a network of bodies representing recreational interests (the Recreation Network).
These include the Scottish Countryside Access Network, the Scottish Sports
Association, Scottish Environment LINK and SORN.  SORN itself is a forum made up
eight umbrella bodies which represents the interests of hundreds of clubs, groups,
companies and leaders across Scotland and thereby, thousands of Scots.  SORN
represents the views of natural resource based recreation generally but is distinctive in
the Recreation Network for its representation of commercial interests, educational
interests and youth interests, as these relate to access and recreation.

General comments on the Bill
SORN considers that the Bill would benefit from simplification and that much of its detail
could be adequately advised on in the Code.  SORN considers that the Bill should
introduce a general duty on Government departments and public bodies to further the
aims of the legislation.  SORN also considers that the Bill should be more explicit on the
need for the right of access and its responsible exercise to be promoted.  It is vital that
all, especially the young, are educated, informed and understand their new rights and
responsibilities of access. The outdoor education sector was not a party to the Access
Forum and yet its role may be crucial in such matters.

Detailed concerns with the Bill
1 The title paragraph of the Bill, which outlines the purpose of the Act, differs from
the draft Bill in that it introduces the words and regulate to public rights of access.
The draft Bill simply conferred these rights.  The Bill was never intended to regulate
access.  The introduction of regulation of access conflicts with the aim of improving
opportunities for the public to access Scotland’s outdoors.  The Bill is now vulnerable to
amendments and modifications justified on the grounds that they are needed to help



regulate public access.  The words and regulate should be removed from the Bill with
regulation advised on in the Code.

2 In relation to the above point, SORN is concerned by powers which are
invested in Ministers to modify the Bill (S4 and 8).  Such powers could be used to
modify sections of the Bill, for reasons of regulation, as well as for other reasons, that
could have significant implications for the implementation of the right of access and the
enjoyment of recreation.  SORN considers that such powers are too wide ranging and
could be used to make significant changes to the right of access.  SORN considers that
such powers should be removed from the Bill or that they should be modified in some
way to make consideration and decisions on them more accountable to the interests
that may be affected.

3 SORN is concerned that the right of access will not extend to the curtilage of
farm buildings (S6).  Many paths and tracks pass through farmyards and are well used
as access routes at present.  The Bill should acknowledge this and not hamper the
continuing use of such routes.  The Bill should be amended to ensure that the right of
access extends to farmyards with guidance on responsible use and provision in the
Code

4 SORN is concerned by access rights not being exercisable over land
developed or set out for a particular recreational purpose while in use (S 6 (f) (ii)).
SORN objected to this clause in the draft Bill, on the grounds that the definition of
developed and set out was not clear and could extend to a number of recreational areas
where access should not be restricted, even when in use.  SORN notes that this clause
is qualified by Section 7(6) of the Bill, which states that access can continue where it
does not interfere with the recreational use.  SORN considers that this is still vague and
is unsure what constitutes interference.  For example, canoeing on a river that it is
claimed has been developed or set out for fishing in some way, could be claimed to be
interference while it is being fished.

5 SORN is concerned by the exclusion of access from land on which grass is
being grown for hay or silage (S7 (7)(b)).  It is difficult to identify when grass is being
grown for such purposes and SORN fears that this clause could be used disingenuously
to restrict access.  SORN agrees that there is a specific need to guide responsible
behavior in agricultural areas but that the detail of this should be advised on in the
Code.

6 SORN objects to the exclusion of access from golf courses for recreational
purposes (S 9(1) (e)).  This will restrict access for such traditional uses as sledging.
SORN considers that a right of access for recreation should extend to golf courses and
that its responsible practice should be defined in the Code.

7 SORN is concerned by the exclusion of commercial activities from the right of
access (S 9(2)(a)).  Identifying and defining what is meant by commercial activity is
very difficult.  SORN is concerned that youth and school groups, and those not



confident in their own abilities or skills, who often take access under some form of
commercial arrangement, will be outwith the right.  What will happen to mountain guides
and outdoor centres, many of which operate on very tight profit margins?  Jim Wallace
stated that the Bill would encourage local business and tourism; it is difficult to see how
this will be achieved in the context of S9.

The 2001 Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak demonstrated clearly, the huge importance
of access and recreation to the tourist economy and thus the whole economy of
Scotland; the Bill could have a significantly detrimental impact on this sector.  Such
proposed restriction does not exist in any other European country.

SORN considers that if commercial activity is kept outwith the right of access, a
perception will develop amongst landowners that, regardless of existing traditions, they
will be at liberty to prevent such access.  SORN is concerned that such access will be
continuously challenged in certain areas to the point that activities will cease to be
viable concerns.

It is important that the Bill confirms what happens already and does not impose any new
restrictions on activities that are not currently causing problems.  It is considered that
commercial activity should be in the right and its responsible access defined in the
Code.

Furthermore, it seems ironic that educational groups (whether in the company of
mountain or river 'guides', teachers or instructors) could be excluded from the right (or
potentially asked to pay for access), when these groups are precisely those likely to be
taught the rights and responsibilities associated with access.

It is noted in Section 5 (3), that the new right of access does not diminish or displace
any other rights of entry, way, access or passage.  Is an existing tradition of commercial
access considered as such a right?  Furthermore, as there is no existing law stating that
an individual cannot make a living from access, the introduction of such a law could be
subject to challenge under the Human Rights Act.

8 SORN is concerned by powers that have been given to local authorities to
exempt particular land and exclude particular conduct from access rights (S 11).
It is difficult to see why this power is needed, given existing powers that local authorities
have to regulate access and the new, more extensive byelaw powers introduced in the
Bill.  There are no reasons given to explain why or under what circumstances such
powers are needed or would be used.  SORN is concerned that such powers will be
poorly implemented, without proper justification and with inconsistent application across
local authority areas.  SORN base this concern on the experience of access restriction
by local authorities during the 2001 Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak.

9 SORN is concerned about trying to comment on the Bill in the absence of the
Scottish Outdoor Access Code.  There are a number of areas in the Bill that are
difficult to comment on without knowledge of the Code.  Many areas of the Bill are



expanded on and explained in the Code, making it difficult to understand and effectively
comment on the Bill without sight of the Code.  The Bill, for example, states that you can
access golf courses to cross land.  Does this include crossing greens, tees and
fairways, by horse, bike and foot?  It is presumed not, but until SORN see the Code, it is
difficult to comment.

SORN understands that Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) is redrafting the Code, in time
for committee consideration of the Bill in Stage I.  SORN objects to SNH revising the
Code in isolation, without consultation with constituent interests.  This runs contrary to
the inclusive approach under which the draft Code was prepared.  Without such an
inclusive approach, the necessary consensus for the Code will be missing.  The
strength of the Code and the only way it will work is by consensus.

Section 10 (2) of the Bill states that SNH must consult in drawing up the Code.  SORN
is unsure why, then, SNH is revising the Code in isolation.

Oral Evidence
As well as representing the interests of a range of recreational activities, SORN is
distinct in the Recreation Network in its particular position to provide evidence on
commercial interests, on formal and informal education issues and from youth
organisations such as The Guide Association and the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award.

F Nelson
Chairman

SORN is composed of the following 8 umbrella bodies:

Activity Scotland; Outdoor Learning Scotland; Scottish Advisory Panel on Outdoor
Education; Scottish Association of Local Sports Councils; Scottish Countryside Activities
Council; Scottish Environment LINK – Access Network; Scottish Sports Association;
YouthLink Scotland.



J2/02/1/188
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH ENVIRONMENT LINK

Introduction
Scottish Environment LINK is the liaison body for Scotland’s voluntary sector
environmental organisations, the members of which are supported by around
500,000 people.  LINK welcomes the opportunity to provide written evidence on the
general principles of the Bill to the Committee. Member bodies have followed the
development of the access legislation, Part 1 of the Bill, extremely closely with
several participating in the Access Forum that was an important part of the pre-
legislative process.

LINK also responded to the Scottish Executive’s consultation on the draft legislation.
In partnership with the Scottish Sports Association and the Scottish Countryside
Access Network, the LINK Access Network sponsored the petition Outdoor Access
for All (PE 415) which gathered signatures from around 15,000 individuals and
organisations from across Scotland and throughout the world.

This submission seeks to address the key areas of interest to LINK member bodies
through the following sections:

• Overview
• Welcome changes to the Bill (as introduced)
• Excluded areas and conduct
• Access and Conservation

Comments have been kept brief at this stage, but LINK would welcome the
opportunity to develop any of the points here through a presentation of oral evidence
to the committee, or through supplementary written evidence.  LINK members can
offer particular expertise on matters relating to recreation, land management and
conservation.  LINK member bodies own or manage around 127,000 hectares of
land in Scotland.

Please note that this submission addresses only the access section of the Bill and
does not supersede, but complements, detailed responses submitted by constituent
organisations of LINK.  The statement is supported by the LINK member bodies
listed at the end of the submission.

Overview
In considering access legislation, we would urge the Committee to base its
deliberations on how the Bill will affect existing traditions of access, arising under
common law.  It is essential that the existing legal basis of access is not undermined.
Scottish Environment LINK has commissioned extensive work on this issue since
1995 through its Access Research Project and this can be made available to the
Committee if required.  We would urge Parliament to scrutinise this Bill with a view to
protecting these existing rights and traditions, as well as – where appropriate –
improving opportunities for responsible access.

We welcome the fact that the Bill now appears largely to maintain the common law
position and enshrine customary rights and freedoms in a new statutory right.  The



right is expressed in common law terms  - based on the principle of not causing
unreasonable interference with any of the rights of others (S.2) or other ‘public
goods’ (eg conservation, S.26).  We welcome the fact that the Bill, as it stands, does
not appear to introduce new statutory controls or powers, other than the extension of
byelaw making powers – these we do, however, welcome.  Thus, remedy for
individuals and organisations will continue to be through the common law (eg
interdict).  The content of the Code will be important, as it will be used evidentially in
such cases.  The guidance in the Code must lie within the common law and not
attempt to diminish it.

We are, however, somewhat concerned at the emphasis now being given in the Bill
to "rules" and "regulations".  For example, the words "and regulate" have been
inserted into the opening words of the long title of the Bill.  This seems to represent a
major change in emphasis and may encourage inappropriate amendments.  This is a
significant change from earlier Executive papers about the proposed legislation, the
manifestoes of the four main political parties at the Scottish Parliamentary elections
and Working together for Scotland: A Programme for Government.  We, therefore,
consider that this addition should be replaced with the words "and manage".
Similarly, we have some concerns at the use of the word "confer", when "confirm"
might be more appropriate.  Thus, we recommend that the opening words are "An
Act of the Scottish Parliament to confirm and manage public rights of access .....".

To ensure the most effective implementation possible of this legislation, we
recommend that an additional general duty to further the aims of the legislation
should be applied to all Government Departments and public bodies.  This would
ensure that the measures contained in the Bill, as well as other functions, are
implemented in a way that achieves the aims of the legislation.  Implementation will
also be dependent on sufficient resources being available, especially to Scottish
Natural Heritage (SNH) and local authorities, and we hope that re-assurances on this
will be given during Parliament’s consideration of the Bill.

Finally, while LINK member organisations are primarily concerned about the
enhancement of public enjoyment of land and water, there are other reasons to
maintain and enhance access rights.  Access is important for biological monitoring
and the prevention of wildlife crime.  The legislation should enable monitoring without
a requirement for landowner permission, while existing freedom of access is also
valuable in deterring, or detecting, wildlife persecution.

Welcome changes to the Bill (as introduced)
In supporting the policy aim of this legislation ‘to create greater opportunity for
people to enjoy the countryside,’ 1  LINK welcomes the changes to the Bill that should
assist it to achieve this aim.

The draft Bill introduced technical issues and mechanisms that would have led to an
unbalanced approach, and departed significantly from the consensus proposals
worked out through the Access Forum.  This would have substantially undermined
the established outdoor access currently enjoyed in Scotland.

                                                                
1 Land Reform (Scotland) Bill, Explanatory Notes – page 2



Therefore, and especially in light of the calls made through petition PE 41’:~5
Outdoor Access for All, we welcome the more balanced package between users,
owners and public bodies within the Bill, especially:
• a better balance between the rights of the public and those of landowners and the

introduction of S.3 with its reciprocal obligations on landmanagers;
• the removal of the proposed new criminal offence for users;
• removal of the powers for landowners to suspend access rights;
• removal of local authority powers to exclude named individuals;
• the introduction of new requirements on SNH to manage access in relation to

conservation needs (S.26 etc); and
• increased duties given to local authorities to secure access (such as a

commitment to a core paths network and the inclusion of rights of way).

In our response to the draft Bill, LINK members also called for revisions to clarify that
the existing right to camp wild is properly enshrined in law.  This has been done
within the Bill, as now introduced, with the proposed amendment to the Trespass
(Scotland) Act 1865.  This is therefore very welcome.

Members were also pleased to see some clarification on the issue of liability in the
Bill.  However, the Bill should state clearly that access is, as recommended by the
Access Forum, at the individual's risk, subject to the existing duty of care.

Excluded areas and conduct
Despite the improvements noted above, LINK member bodies feel that there are still
certain parts of the Bill that could confuse and restrict enjoyment of the countryside
rather than improve it.  Indeed, if misused, some provisions could be used to restrict
access unreasonably.  Some parts of the Bill seem to reflect earlier thinking and
have not been amended in line with the welcome changes that have been made
since the draft stage.

A general problem is that there is still far too much detail in the Bill as introduced.
These largely concern provisions in the Bill for excluding various areas of land and
types of conduct.  Much, or even most, of this detail should be transferred to the
Scottish Outdoor Access Code.  This is essential if the legislation is to provide an
effective, practical and flexible framework for future access provision.

As a general principle, we urge the Committee to follow, in general, the approach
agreed by the Access Forum that the only land excluded from the right should be
curtilage and restricted areas where existing legislation already prohibits access;
restraints on access to all other land should be dealt with through the code.

Examples of where details should be removed from the Bill and transferred to the
Code are:

• provisions which restrict access to enclosed areas for reasons of "privacy" and
"undisturbed enjoyment of the whole" (S.6(b)(iv))

• provisions which restrict access to land growing crops (S.6(j)), where the issue
relates to the doing or otherwise of damage (difficult to define in legislation) rather
than the presence of crops per se;



• provisions relating to access to sports grounds and land set out for a particular
recreational purpose (S.6(f)), where the issue relates to the disturbance or
otherwise of others’ activities (difficult to define in legislation) rather than the
presence of a sports ground per se; and

• provisions in on conduct excluded from the right including, for example,
recreational access to golf courses (S.9(1)(e)), even when not disturbing play (eg
in snow).

In addition, it is with concern that the inclusion of a new clause is noted within S.9,
which excludes conduct that is linked to commercial activity.  This seems unworkable
in practice (eg where is the ‘commercial line’ drawn?)  Would it include a
photographer who may sell pictures in future, educational or activity groups?  This
provision may be detrimental for communities who are dependent upon a diverse
economy of which tourism activities in particular are an important part.  We note, and
welcome, VisitScotland’s comments on this proposal.

Despite the welcome changes, the proposed local authority powers are still too wide
ranging, especially in relation to exempting particular land and particular conduct
(S.11).  Local authorities will come under continuous pressure to close areas of land.
This section should be redrafted to be equivalent to the powers to be given to SNH in
S.26.

Passage through or around farmyards should also be addressed.  We believe the Bill
should ensure that a right of passage through the curtilage of farmyards should
remain unless or until a practical alternative route has been provided.  This would
overcome the problem that, in most lowland areas, access routes pass through or
close to farm steadings and considerable difficulties will arise if these are no longer
easy to use.

Access and conservation
LINK member bodies have many years practical experience in the management of
public access over land and water where the need to protect conservation interests
is very high.  Much of this land also involves other management activities by, or in
dialogue with, crofters, farmers, foresters etc.  We are firmly convinced that the
changes proposed above to the Bill will not endanger conservation interests and will
improve the public’s opportunities to enjoy the nation's cultural and natural heritage.

However, one change ensures that this conservation issue is addressed.  Thus, we
welcome the change to the draft Bill that gives powers to SNH to manage access
(S.26) in relation to the natural heritage.  This should, however, be extended to
include similar powers for Historic Scotland to ensure that all aspects of the natural,
cultural and historic heritage are encompassed in this section.

S.26 should be further extended to make it clear that these powers include the right
of entry to land being given to SNH and HS to ensure that they can, if necessary,
carry out the requirements of this section.

We welcome the new power given to local authorities to introduce byelaws over any
land and water (S.12(1)(c)) but consider that these should also be for conservation
reasons as well as for the "preservation and improvement of amenity".  With regard



to local access forums, we consider it important that the Bill should be amended to
include bodies representative of conservation interests as well as those listed in
S.24(4).

S.10 should include a clear statement of the purpose of the Scottish Outdoor Access
Code.  This should indicate that the code is for the purpose of defining how those
exercising access rights, and those responsible for conservation or land
management should ensure they do not interfere unreasonably with others’ rights.  It
should also indicate that The Code applies to statutory organisations in the exercise
of their responsibilities, where these impinge on access issues.

Conclusion
In line with the recommendations of the Access Forum, LINK hopes that the Scottish
Parliament will ensure that:

• The access legislation remains simple, based on the principle that all access
rights are based on reasonable and responsible behaviour;

• It is the Code that accommodates most of the detail on how the right relates to
different situations; and

• The provisions relating to natural heritage are maintained, and extended to
cultural and historic heritage.

This submission is supported by the following organisations (as at 21 Dec 01);

Biological Recording in Scotland
Cairngorms Campaign
Mountaineering Council of Scotland
National Trust for Scotland
North East Mountain Trust
RSPB Scotland
Ramblers Association Scotland
Scottish Countryside Activities Council
Scottish Countryside Rangers Association
Scottish Rights of Way Society
Scottish Wildlife Trust
Sustrans
Woodland Trust Scotland
WWF Scotland

J Pepper
LINK Parliamentary Officer

Scottish Environment Link – voluntary organisations working together to care and
improve Scotland’s heritage for people and nature.



J2/02/1/171
SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLAND COUNCIL

The Highland Council considered the Land Reform Bill at its meeting on 20
December 2001.  This followed several occasions when this proposed legislation
was considered by the Planning, Development, Europe and Tourism Committee
(Part One) and the Land and Environment Select Committee (Parts Two and Three).

The Scottish Executive is to be commended for incorporating into the Draft Bill a
number of changes requested by the Council. In particular the Council welcomes the
significant changes to the access provisions, no doubt reflecting the responsible
behaviour taken by the public during the Foot and Mouth crisis. There are fewer
changes to the right to buy provisions and while these are broadly to be welcomed,
many of the Council’s earlier concerns have not been addressed.

I enclose concise written evidence setting out the Council’s current position.
However, the Council is particularly concerned with aspects of Sections 6, 9 and 11
of Part One of the Bill, and has convened a special meeting on 10 January 2002 to
consider this in more detail. The Council therefore requests that further written
submission on these particular issues should be acceptable by say 11 January 2002.
In the meantime, the Council would welcome any insight which you may be able to
give to the application of these sections.

The Council is deeply disappointed that it has not been invited to give oral evidence
to the Justice 2 Committee, especially given that the Committee is likely to have a
sitting in Inverness.  Access and the Right to Buy are both of major importance and
relevance to the Council.  Highland encompasses one third of Scotland’s land area,
attracting large numbers of visitors for walking and other forms of recreation.  Land
ownership is a fundamental issue in terms of economic, social and environmental
wellbeing.

Following a telephone contact by our Chief Executive on 20 December and the
subsequent discussion with Claire Menzies today, I would therefore request that the
Council should be given an opportunity to give oral evidence to the lead Committee
on 14 January 2002. I would also repeat the recommendation made in earlier
correspondence that the Committee should visit an example of a community land
purchase in Highland, such as Abriachan or Eigg.

J Rennilson
Director of Planning and Development

ACCESS TO LAND PROPOSALS (Part 1)

The Highland Council broadly welcomes the new legislation in respect of
public access and commends the Scottish Executive for the significant
improvements to the Draft Bill.
However Members would also appreciate an opportunity to consider the Bill
alongside the second draft of the Countryside Access Code which they
understand will very shortly be available.



The additional Council meeting proposed for 10 January 2002 should enable
that connection to be made and will entail specific consideration of Sections 6,
9 and 11, where members and officials had some difficulty in understanding
the underlying intention of the Parliamentary draftsman.

In the meantime the Council has submitted specific points as follows but
would also request that the Executive considers the general point that success
will only attend this legislation if it is simple to understand and simple to
administer, qualities which have been notably absent from the present laws
governing public access to private land.

The Council's main continuing concerns are as follows -

1. RESOURCES - There is no clear statement about how the proposals are to
be funded.
This must be addressed at an early stage and recognition given to the fact
that The Highland Council is responsible for 35% of the land area of Scotland.

2. CORE PATH NETWORKS
The Council believes that the preparation of a list of all core paths and
thereafter their maintenance and management is crucial to successful
operation of the new right of access.  Again, this has significant resource
implications.

3. ERECTION OF SIGNS, GATES AND PATHS IMPROVEMENTS - The Bill
requires land owners’ approval to be sought.

The Council wishes the requirement for this consent to be removed or
qualified by the provision that it should not be unreasonably withheld.

4. RIGHTS OF WAY

These will still be important and it would be helpful if questions regarding their
status could also be determined under Section 25 which deals with “judicial
determination of existence and extents of access rights”.

5. DEFERRED ITEMS FOR RESPONSE ON 11 JANUARY 2002

Land over which Access Rights are not exercisable (Section 6)
Conduct excluded from access rights  (Section 9)
Regulation and Protection of Access Rights  (Section 11)

The Council has concerns about access through the grounds of schools, the
exclusion of commercial organizations from the general access right, and the
power to exempt land from the general access right.

These matters and others will be discussed on 10 January 2002 and a
more comprehensive response will follow shortly thereafter.



COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY AND CROFTING COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY
PROPOSALS (Parts 2 and 3)

The Highland Council regards land reform as essential to enable communities to
maximise opportunities for economic and social wellbeing. This legislation is an
important first step towards a more local, egalitarian pattern of land ownership.

The Council made extensive comments on the Draft Bill in mid-2001 and welcomes
the changes in respect of:-

• lotting;
• broadening the right of appeal;
• additional anti-avoidance measures, and
• no restrictions on subsequent disposals.

However, the Council remains concerned that the provisions of the Bill are too
complicated and inflexible. They are therefore unlikely to be taken up to any extent
by rural communities, resulting in the reforming aspirations of the Executive and the
Council not being delivered.

Since its establishment in 1996, The Highland Council has strongly supported land
reform measures. Along with the former Highland Regional Council, assistance for
land purchase was given to the communities at Eigg, Assynt, Knoydart and
Abriachan.

One of the Council’s strategic goals is “to support and help bring about a
change in the pattern of Highland land and seabed ownership towards a more
local, egalitarian pattern of ownership”.

With funding support from the Highlands and Islands Objective One Programme, the
Council has established a Land Ownership Database. This records the ownership of
landholdings and the foreshore at a 1:25000 scale.

“As of 1998, just 100 non-public land owners own 60% of the total private land
area of Highland”.
(Highland Landownership Database)

The Council believes that communities should have the ability to take advantage of
opportunities as they arise, and that land reform should play a significant role in
sustaining local communities.

“More community involvement in the land means more jobs, more housing, a
more stable population and a better sense of stewardship for the
environment”
(Isle of Eigg resident)

Experience has confirmed that communities taking responsibility for land ownership
and management have secured significant benefits in terms of employment and



environment, and now enjoy the confidence which comes from successfully driving
forward their plans to become truly sustainable.

Eigg since the buyout –

11 jobs created
3 subsidiary companies established
5 private businesses strengthened
new pier centre built
6 houses renovated or under way

This is why the Council strongly recommends the changes to the Land Reform
(Scotland) Bill set out below in order that the legislation can offer positive
opportunities for rural communities all over Scotland.

Certain key components of the bill are of major concern to the Council either
because they are unrealistic or because they would severely undermine the
likelihood of significant further community land initiatives. In addition there are
concerns regarding the provisions for salmon fishings and the lack of
provision for a tenant farmers’ right to buy.

The Council therefore strongly recommends the following changes – 4

PART TWO – COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY

1. Eligible community body – The proposed requirement for interested community
members to set up a specific company limited by guarantee to register an interest
in a precise area of land is too bureaucratic and fails to allow for other options
already successfully applied.

4Existing bodies and organisations representative of local communities
should be able to register a general interest in land within their area. For
example, Community Councils, Local Enterprise Companies, Local
Authorities.

4Other types of community body, including Partnerships (e.g Knoydart
Foundation), Trusts (e.g Isle of Eigg Trust), Companies Limited by Shares,
should be acceptable.

2. Community area – Basing the definition of communities on polling districts will
cause difficulties where such districts do not properly reflect the local
COMMUNITY OF INTEREST. For example, Eigg is within a polling district
encompassing all four of the Small Isles, and the Loch Shiel jetties (the subject of
a possible future community purchase) extends over three polling districts,
including Strontian.

4Community areas should be defined on the basis of detailed postcode units,
building up to form the community of interest. This should be on a self-
determining basis, subject to an appeals procedure to the relevant local



authority where communities in adjacent postcode unit areas consider they
should be included (or excluded).

3. Membership and balloting  – A minimum membership of 20 persons (albeit
reduced from 30 in the draft bill, which the Council welcomes) continues to fail to
take account of the small nature of many rural communities. A minimum 50%
response to a local ballot on whether to proceed with purchase is very onerous,
particularly if linked to registered electors within polling districts.

4The minimum membership of community bodies should be reduced to 10. A
simple majority of a poll within the community area should be sufficient to
demonstrate local support for land purchase, as in General Elections.

4. Registration – A land area for which a community registers an interest may not
come onto the market for decades (if not centuries), yet renewal of interest is
expected every five years. Late registration after land comes onto the market is
only permitted on an “exceptional” basis.

4Any need for renewal of interest should simply be by written reiteration. Late
registration by communities after land comes onto the market should be
generally possible (the recent case of the Island of Gigha shows how
important this provision will be).

5. Ministerial Discretion – There are many instances where decisions can be taken
at “ministers’ discretion”.

4The basis for decisions made at ministers’ discretion should be in the public
domain in the form of relevant guidance, e.g contained in schedules to the
legislation, or subsequently published.

6. Valuation – Taking into account any “peculiar interest” of a person in the
valuation of land could distort the price well above what could be considered a
general average.

4The land should be assessed at what can reasonably be accepted as
customary and typical values for land in the area.

7. Compulsory Purchase Powers – Existing CPO powers are inadequate.

4There should be enhanced powers for compulsory purchase where land is a
key area of strategic importance for a community development or a last resort
in cases where a landowner displays irresponsible behaviour towards the
public interest.

PART THREE – CROFTING COMMUNITY RIGHT TO BUY

8. Crofting Community Body – Crofters should be able to do collectively and easily
what they can already do individually. There is a concern by crofters that non-
crofters in a community could frustrate their land management aspirations.
However, an inclusive approach to community development is crucial. The



Council welcomes the reduction of the minimum membership of the CCB to 20,
but this still does not go far enough given the very small size of some crofting
communities.

4Membership of a crofting community body should be open to all registered
crofters, their families and all other individuals living within the township(s).
However the relevant Grazings Committee(s) should take the initiative in
setting up such a body. The minimum number of members should be set at 10
rather than 20 (approximately 31% of all Regulated Grazings have 10 or less
shareholders).

4The number of Directors should be determined by the CCB, whereupon the
relevant Grazings Committee(s) should nominate the majority (who need not
necessarily be registered crofters), with the remainder elected from the wider
community.

9. Decision to proceed with purchase – The need to conduct a ballot in the crofting
community area to secure a majority vote is an additional bureaucratic hurdle and
could have to include households with little interest in the proposal.

4The decision to proceed with purchase should rest with the crofting
community body. A vote should be carried out within the CCB and a majority
of the members should indicate their support.

10. Valuation of crofting land  – Following the same approach for land valuation as for
the community right to buy provisions ignores existing crofting rights to acquire in-
bye land at 15 times the annual rent. The proposed valuation includes any
peculiar interest, depreciation of value, and disturbance to the remaining estate.

4Croft land for purchase should be valued at 15 times annual rent, revised to
reflect current values with a modest increase for mineral and sporting rights.
Due allowance must be made for any past improvements to the land as a
result of investment by crofters and the wider community.

11. Salmon Fishings – The inclusion of salmon fishings within the definition of eligible
croft land where they are within or contiguous to land proposed for purchase risks
investment in well-managed fishings being held back because of insecurity of
title. This represents a change from the draft Bill, when salmon fishings were
defined within eligible additional land, and so a non-consenting owner(s) could
appeal to the Land Court. No such direct appeal would now be possible.

4Salmon fishings should be removed from the provisions of Part Three of the
bill, but with crofting community bodies, as well as communities, able to
register an interest under Part Two of the bill. In addition, provisions should be
made within the forthcoming Local Government Bill for ill-managed salmon
fishings to be compulsorily purchased by Local Authorities on behalf of
communities under the proposed power of community wellbeing.



A KEY ADDITIONAL ASPECT OF LAND REFORM

12. Tenant Farmers’ Right to Buy – No provision is presently included for tenant
farmers to purchase land, although this was originally considered by Government
in the early raft of possible land reform measures.

4There should be provisions for a tenant farmers’ right to buy either within
this bill or within forthcoming agricultural holdings legislation. This should
preferably be along the lines of Part Three (tenant farmers’ right to buy at any
time) or, if it were still considered that this would risk halting the letting of land,
along the lines of Part Two (tenant farmers’ right to buy at sale/transfer). In
this latter case, however, this should also be possible at transfers on
inheritance. The valuation should be at open market value as determined if
necessary by the Land Court. To ensure its continued use for agriculture,
such land should be zoned for agricultural and ancillary use in Local Plans.

“Had The Highland Council and HIE been constrained in the past by the
definition of community used in the bill and what community body
would be eligible, then none of the major community purchases of
recent years could have occurred. In fact, hardly any of the 50
community acquisitions so far assisted by HIE’s Community Land Unit
could have been carried out under the bill’s provisions”.
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SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH QUALITY SALMON

Part 1 Access

SQS (Scottish Quality Salmon) represents 52 companies producing 65% of Scottish
production.  Salmon Farms produce about 40% of food exports from Scotland, and
create significant employment particularly in remote rural areas.  SQS recognises the
place of managed access to the countryside, and the needs of conservation and
biodiversity.

Disturbance and  Damage

Salmon Farms use inland lochs for raising smolts and raising broodstock, usually in
remote countryside frequented by walkers. In the terms of the Bill walkers will be
able to access lochs and in doing so may well cause disturbance to smolts and
broodstock. This would then damage smolt rearing and disadvantage the fish farm
business concerned.

Balance between access and  other activities in the countryside

SQS believes that there should be a balance in the countryside between those
taking access and those carrying out countryside business. If the countryside is to
achieve some prosperity, it is important that business is not inhibited. The Bill fails to
recognise this. (Sections 2,3 and 15) These sections all support the pre-eminence of
access over all other activities including nature conservation.

Restriction of access to inland water.

Land over which access rights are not exercisable, includes land in which crops have
been sown or are growing (section 6 (j) ). This is defined  in section 7 (7) (a) to
include woodlands in early stages of growth as well as agricultural crops. However
salmon smolts in inland lochs are not included. (“Land” in the Countryside (Scotland)
Act 1967 is defined to include inland water). This discrimination is not reasonable.

Management of access to the countryside.

In order to maintain the quality of the countryside, safeguard biodiversity, and
maintain prosperous business, access to the countryside requires management.
Recognition of this is missing from the Bill. Even the powers of Rangers  ( Section
23)  have been curtailed so that they are no longer expected to work with
countryside business or safeguard nature conservation.

SQS are happy to provide detailed comments on the Bill at the appropriate time.

Lord Lindsay
Chairman
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SUBMISSION FROM EAST RENFREWSHIRE OUTDOOR ACCESS FORUM

Local Government Duties

It is essential that local authorities have duties to implement the core path
plan and to establish and thereafter manage and maintain the “core paths”.

Funding

The information in the Financial Memorandum on funding is welcomed.  There
is concern, however, that the “organised volunteering” described in the
Memorandum could threaten the resources available to local authorities.  In
other words it should supplement not replace local authority resources. It is
very important that local authorities receive adequate and targeted finding to
meet the requirements of the Bill.

Enforcement, Management Role

It is noted that the duties of Rangers have changed from the draft Bill.  They
no longer have a role to enforce compliance with the provisions in the Bill;
namely orders as described in section 11, byelaws as described in section 12
and powers to protect access rights as described in section 14.  This
enforcement role, if not fulfilled by Rangers still needs to be met, and to be
resourced.  There is concern that the funding described in the Financial
Memorandum will be insufficient to resource this enforcement role.

Should Parliament expect the Police to fulfil all or part of this enforcement role
implicit in Sections 11 and 14 of the Bill, it is recommended that the Police be
given sufficient resources.

Section 11 Orders to exempt land or exclude conduct from access rights

More information should be provided on these orders.  It is noted that there is
no mention of sanctions should these orders be contravened.  It is felt that
sanctions are an important component of managing access and ought not to
be overlooked.

There is a concern that the Police will be unaware of the orders and byelaws
made at a local level.  Consideration should be given to the effective liaison
between different divisions of the Police Force and the local authority.

The ability for local authorities to exercise these powers quickly and effectively
is important.  Fast-track procedures and the sufficient resources must be
made available to local authorities to achieve this.

Definition of Crops

More information should be provided on the definition of crops, in particular in
relation to forests and woodland.  There is a concern that the current wording
of the Bill; namely, the definition: “”crops” means plants which are cultivated
for agricultural, forestry or commercial purposes” will prohibit access rights
being exercised in mature forests, woodland and orchards.

Also see comments on a register.



Liability

The inclusion of sub-section 5(2) in relation to the duty of care owed by an
occupier of land to another person is welcomed.  More emphasis should,
however, be placed on a person’s need to bear responsibility for their actions.
Considerations should be given to better information and guidance in the
Code and/or to other models of liability, in particular that recently adopted
through Section 13 of the CroW Act (2000).

Register

In our earlier submission we noted the there should be some facility or
mechanism that enables the public to better identify what land they have a
right of access to and what land they don’t.  It is recommended that the public
should consult with a central register or plan that will indicate to the public
what orders or bylaws have been made to exempt land and conduct from the
access rights.

Consideration should also be given to the inclusion of information on such a
register providing clarity on crops excluded from access rights.  Advisory
information provided by land managers on lambing, felling of trees and other
such land management operations could also be included.

It is appreciated that the register described in the draft Bill has been dropped.
Nevertheless it is felt that information relating to orders, byelaws and
responsible behaviour, as set out in the code, would greatly benefit the both
the public and land managers in terms of the enjoyment of the countryside,
safety and prevention of damage to property.  Such a register could be in the
form of a web site and would greatly compliment the measures local
authorities and SNH may undertake to promote the Code.

The management of such a facility would have financial or resource
implications which would need to be reflected in local authority funding.

Golf Courses

Sub-section 7(6), excluding the exercise of access rights over golf courses for
recreational purposes should be removed from the Bill.  It is felt the provision
in sub-section 6(f)) (ii) for restricting the exercise of access rights (while land
set out for recreation is in use for that purpose) is sufficient for responsible
access to be exercised.

Obstructions

Guidance should be provided to local authorities on what action, if any, should
be taken, under Section 14 of the Bill, when gates are removed and fenced
over in the legitimate practice of land managers’ reorganisation of field
boundaries.

Planning and Development Service
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